Brandon & Sarai Honeycutt

Couples Coaching &
Counseling
featured on the

Dr. Phil Show

LivingFluent.com provides quality relationship
coaching through advanced psychometric
assessments. Utilizing the LIFE Languages™ it is
possible to have the tools to build and sustain a
vibrant relationship, deeper connection and
productive communication. Enjoy an exciting
time of self discovery and surprisingly fast
understanding of the ones you love the most.
Discover how to speak through one another’s
unique filters to meet each others unique and
often misunderstood needs. There is simply
NOTHING like this tool and training.

Cost and Benefits
(2) Pre-Marital Coaching sessions are $99 per
couple. In addition, the 18-22 page customized
LIFE Language™ assessment is $45 per
person. This investment will provide a full LIFE
Languages™ profile on each of the couple, and
quality instruction from Advanced Certified
Trainers of the LIFE Languages™/KLLP™. In
addition you will have access to many other
relationship building tools including the state of
the art psychometric tool CrossTalks™ which
accurately predicts and charts internally wired
communication points of conflict and quick
reference tools to resolve conflict and repair
emotional or relational wounds. Finally… the tool
that can prevent a marriage crisis before it has
the chance to develop!

CONTACT sarai@livingfluent.com or
brandon@livingfluent.com

- is a ministry professional with

Brandon Honeycutt

over 25 years of experience in ministry, organizational
development, team building, human productivity, and
conflict resolution. He has pastored large churches,
taught at the University level, and traveled as an
organizational coach/consultant. Brandon has solid
expertise in effective communication and building
healthy relationships. Brandon received a BA from
Hardin-Simmons University, an Mdiv from Logsdon
Seminary, and a post-graduate designation in
leadership from the NICL.

-

is a first generation CubanAmerican who speaks Spanish fluently. Sarai’s
academic education is in Clinical Psychology, but her
expertise and training are largely a result of her prolific
military career. Sarai served honorably for 12 years in
the US Army chaplain corps. While serving, Sarai had
the opportunity to counsel service members, as well
as conduct personal and professional development
workshops, and retreats worldwide. Sarai has worked
successfully in the corporate world as a marketing
campaigns manager, funds management and as a
corporate trainer.
Sarai Honeycutt

Brandon and Sarai are both Advanced Certified
Trainers and Certified Couples Coaches in the LIFE
Languages™ psychometric system and seasoned
marriage counselors.
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The LIFE Languages™
psychometric system is one of
the very best tools available to
assist you in understanding and
relating to others! Learning how
to use this tool will be a gamechanger in lasting relationships!

This system will give you life-changing personal
insights that will produce benefits in your
personal life and long-term relationships!
People agree that the LIFE Languages™ unlocks insights
that are mind-blowing. When you see your own KLLP™
results, your desire to know more will be insatiable. The
constant positive feedback from people is humbling and
keeps us passionate about helping you to understand and
use this incredible tool!

7 LIFE Languages™
There are seven distinct ways that people tend to
process information, communicate and relate to one
another. This system not only reveals what these 7
ways are and how they work, but it provides you
with an aﬀordable and laser-accurate psychometric
assessment that shows the varying strengths and
weaknesses each individual has in these 7 areas.
The training gives you proven techniques that
unlock the self-discovery process within individuals,
and allows you to speak through the targeted filter
that the specific person is hearing through. Years of
research and implementation are laid out in an easy
and fun way to understand, remember and practice.

This tool will assist you in your professional life,
and extended family relationships as well!
Have your In-Laws take the assessment!
This is a tool for anyone serious in increasing your own
success in working with people and helping them to
achieve greater levels of understanding or productivity. For
personal relationships this tool is an absolute must have.

The KLLP™
The Kendall Life Language Profile™ is an aﬀordable
online assessment that is the foundational tool of
the LIFE Language™ system. This assessment
takes about 20 minutes to complete. Upon
completion, an 18-22 page profile for that individual
is created and emailed. This assessment has 36
points of psychometric evaluation. All of the results
have direct implication to the individuals processing,
communications, and interpersonal relationships.
The individuals acceptance level, interactive style,
internal control level, intrusion level, projective level,
learning preference, and overall intensity are a
sampling of the metrics provided.

